Abstract-This paper attempts to overcome the tendency of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to locate a local rather than global maximum when applied to estimate the hidden Markov model (HMM) parameters in speech signal modeling. We propose a hybrid algorithm for estimation of the HMM in automatic speech recognition (ASR) using a constraint-based evolutionary algorithm (EA) and EM, the CEL-EM. The novelty of our hybrid algorithm (CEL-EM) is that it is applicable for estimation of the constraint-based models with many constraints and large numbers of parameters (which use EM) like HMM. Two constraint-based versions of the CEL-EM with different fusion strategies have been proposed using a constraint-based EA and the EM for better estimation of HMM in ASR. The first one uses a traditional constraint-handling mechanism of EA. The other version transforms a constrained optimization problem into an unconstrained problem using Lagrange multipliers. Fusion strategies for the CEL-EM use a staged-fusion approach where EM has been plugged with the EA periodically after the execution of EA for a specific period of time to maintain the global sampling capabilities of EA in the hybrid algorithm. A variable initialization approach (VIA) has been proposed using a variable segmentation to provide a better initialization for EA in the CEL-EM. Experimental results on the TIMIT speech corpus show that CEL-EM obtains higher recognition accuracies than the traditional EM algorithm as well as a top-standard EM (VIA-EM, constructed by applying the VIA to EM).
Abstract-This paper attempts to overcome the tendency of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to locate a local rather than global maximum when applied to estimate the hidden Markov model (HMM) parameters in speech signal modeling. We propose a hybrid algorithm for estimation of the HMM in automatic speech recognition (ASR) using a constraint-based evolutionary algorithm (EA) and EM, the CEL-EM. The novelty of our hybrid algorithm (CEL-EM) is that it is applicable for estimation of the constraint-based models with many constraints and large numbers of parameters (which use EM) like HMM. Two constraint-based versions of the CEL-EM with different fusion strategies have been proposed using a constraint-based EA and the EM for better estimation of HMM in ASR. The first one uses a traditional constraint-handling mechanism of EA. The other version transforms a constrained optimization problem into an unconstrained problem using Lagrange multipliers. Fusion strategies for the CEL-EM use a staged-fusion approach where EM has been plugged with the EA periodically after the execution of EA for a specific period of time to maintain the global sampling capabilities of EA in the hybrid algorithm. A variable initialization approach (VIA) has been proposed using a variable segmentation to provide a better initialization for EA in the CEL-EM. Experimental results on the TIMIT speech corpus show that CEL-EM obtains higher recognition accuracies than the traditional EM algorithm as well as a top-standard EM (VIA-EM, constructed by applying the VIA to EM). speech signal modeling in automatic speech recognition (ASR) [1] , [2] and also signal classification. This is because the HMM has a powerful ability to model the temporal nature of speech signals statistically as well as the ability to represent arbitrarily complex probability density functions. In a Bayesian classification scenario (for signal classification and recognition), a model for a speech signal provides the mapping from the features of the instances of a particular phoneme class (a basic theoretical unit of speech sound) to the probabilistic parameterized model (HMM). The HMM provides the posterior probability of the speech signal given the phoneme classes/signal classes in signal classification. Therefore, the success of the recognizer/classifier for speech depends heavily on how precisely the estimated HMM can represent the underlying phoneme or signal classes in speech data. In a real recognition task, feature vectors from different instances of the same phoneme vary largely due to variations in speakers, variation in the emotion of the speaker, and changes in the environment. Therefore, it is very difficult to find an appropriate estimation for the parameters of the HMM that can precisely represent all the phonemes in the training speech data. The standard method to estimate the parameters of HMMbased acoustic models in ASR systems is the Baum-Welch (expectation maximization, EM) [1] [2] [3] algorithm. The Baum-Welch (EM) [1] [2] [3] estimation approach is attractive because it can approximate the underlying distribution from the set of observed data which has some missing or hidden components. In particular, while modeling a speech signal using HMM, features from the speech signal are observed, but the state sequence of HMM which generated the signal remains hidden. In this case, optimization of the likelihood function is usually analytically intractable [3] . However, the EM algorithm simplifies the likelihood function by considering some additional variables for hidden components of the data and initial values for those variables so that the likelihood function can be optimized. The EM estimates the parameters of HMM in an iterative manner that makes it more computationally efficient and helps to converge fast because EM guarantees an increment in the likelihood function at each iteration [1] [2] [3] [4] of its estimation procedure.
Index Terms-Constraint-based evolutionary algorithm (EA), expectation maximization (EM)
Unfortunately, the estimation of HMM parameters computed by the Baum-Welch (EM) approach is not always the best [1] , [2] , and thereby, the use of the model estimated by EM may 1083-4419/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE lower the recognition accuracy of ASR systems. The reason is that the EM algorithm is strongly dependent on the selection of the initial values of model parameters and is guaranteed to produce a local rather than a global maximum of the likelihood function [1] , [2] , [4] . This gives a nonoptimized estimation of the parameters of HMM and consequently lowers the recognition accuracy. Two important research questions are therefore as follows: How do we choose initial estimates of the HMM parameters and how can we escape from a local maximum point if EM is found to be stuck there for better estimation for HMM parameters and higher recognition accuracy of the ASR system. In this paper, we focus on these drawbacks of the EM algorithm for the estimation of HMM parameters in signal classification or ASR systems.
A global search method such as an evolutionary algorithm (EA) could be used to avoid the local maximum problem of EM. The EA can explore the search space without using any knowledge about the underlying problem structure and is less likely to be trapped into the local maxima. However, it is well known that EA is inefficient for high-dimensional optimization problems. Application of a hybrid algorithm using EA and local search will be investigated.
Recently, several investigators have applied a hybrid algorithm using neighborhood search such as Tabu Search (TS) [5] and [6] simulated annealing (SA) [7] in combination with EM to overcome the problem of EM for continuous density HMM (CDHMM). The TS requires huge amount of memory to maintain the list of already visited solutions due to the high number of variables in CDHMM. The move attribute-based method could be used to reduce the memory requirement, but this makes TS too restrictive. Empirical studies show that in a highdimensional search space, a limited number of iterations with restrictive TS make it dependent on initial point. An inappropriate choice of initial point results in a failure to find an optimal solution. Both SA and TS work on single-candidate models. In this context, hybrid algorithm (that combines population-based algorithm (EA) and local search EM) may be more effective. In the hybrids of EA [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the probability of choosing an inappropriate initial point is minimized due to the use of a large number of initial points of EA distributed over the whole search space. Therefore, hybrids of EA [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] can explore the search space more extensively than hybrids of single-candidate-modelbased approaches (with SA and TS).
In the literature, the authors in [8] [9] [10] , and [14] have used EA in combination with EM for optimal estimation of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) in a nonlinear classification problem and unsupervised clustering. These hybrid algorithms in [8] [9] [10] , and [14] ignore the constraints of the GMM and assume equal mixture weights which may fail in many practical situations where the mixture weights of individual mixtures of GMM are not the same. Therefore, these algorithms [8] [9] [10] , [14] cannot be applied on the constraint-based models. When a hybrid of EA and EM is applied on a constraintbased model like HMM, the problem context is changed. HMM combines several GMMs into a single model that constitutes a large number of parameters and mixture constraints aggregated from the GMMs. The HMM also has transition and observation probability constraints for each state. These constraints must be satisfied while estimating the HMM parameters. When the EM is applied separately, the constraints are automatically satisfied [1] . However, EA is stochastic and can violate the constraints of HMM when applied with the hybrid algorithm. Therefore, the algorithms proposed in [8] [9] [10] , and [14] cannot be applied on the HMM.
Moreover, in the literature [8] [9] [10] , hybrids of EA and EM use a pipelining fusion strategy [15] [16] [17] with the Lamarckian viewpoint [16] [17] [18] where EA provides the initial points for EM at every generation of the EA. A pipelining strategy is conceptually similar to segmental-K-means segmentation [19] in the context of varying the EM initial point. However, the optimization problem in EM for HMM is very highdimensional, and the surface of the optimization function in ASR is very complex, which includes many local maxima [1] , [2] . Empirical studies [18] , [20] show that a pipelining mechanism is not suitable for high-dimensional functions, since it reduces the global sampling capabilities of EA and cannot maintain the diversity in the population [20] (diversity in the EA population is essential for high-dimensional function optimization [21] ).
The power of global sampling capabilities in EA is due to its schema processing capabilities (which represents the hyperplane partition) [22] , [23] . In fact, far more hyperplanes are sampled simultaneously than the actual number of chromosomes contained in the population of EA using the implicit parallelism technique of EA. This provides the global search capabilities to the EA [22] , [23] . However, the use of pipelining strategy [8] , [9] , [14] changes the genetic information of the chromosome at each generation of EA that results a loss of statistical information about the hyperplane partition information implicitly contained in the population as well as the inherited schema [15] , [18] , [24] . This, in turn, decreases the global sampling capabilities of EA [18] , [22] [23] [24] . The disadvantages of pipelining hybrid EA have also been discussed in many papers including those in [15] [16] [17] [18] , [20] , and [24] .
In this paper, we therefore propose a constraint-based evolutionary learning approach to EM (CEL-EM) that hybridizes a constraint-based EA and the EM for optimal estimation of HMM for ASR systems. The novelty of our hybrid algorithm (CEL-EM) is that it is applicable for estimation of the constraint-based models with many constraints and large numbers of parameters like HMM.
Our contribution also includes the following investigation hitherto unreported in the literature. Two different constraint-based versions of "CEL-EM" have been developed. The first constraint-based version of "CEL-EM" follows a penalization method [25] similar to the traditional constraint-handling technique used in the EA. The second version of "CEL-EM" uses a Lagrange multiplier-(LM)-based technique [26] , [27] to handle the constraints. The traditional constraint-handling method [25] of EA makes different levels in a particular constraint depending on the values of the constraint. This requires a large number of optimal static penalty coefficients for many HMM constraints which are hard to find and increases the number of parameters to be optimized [25] . Therefore, in the second constraint-handling approach, we have used LMs. LM can be used to transform a constraint-based optimization problem into an unconstraint-based problem [26] , [27] . LM also adds some additional parameters to be optimized, but the total number of multipliers in LM is fixed for HMM. The only concern here is to find optimal values for LM. We have proposed an evolutionary approach to find the values for LM. The LM approach has also been found to provide better recognition than the traditional method.
In addition, we have proposed two fusion strategies for "CEL-EM" where Lamarckian evolution [18] is executed periodically after the execution of Darwinian evolution [22] , [23] , [28] for a specific period of time, making the two stages of the hybrid algorithm a staged fusion [15] , [18] , [20] . In the staged fusion of CEL-EM, EM is executed periodically after the execution of EA for a specific period of time (a Darwinian evolution [22] , [23] , [28] ), thus utilizing the local knowledge of EM as well as minimizing the loss of hyperplane partition information in the EA and maintaining the global sampling capabilities of EA. The first fusion strategy of CEL-EM uses a simple staged-fusion approach, and the second strategy applies a biased-crossover technique [29] , [30] with the staged fusion. The staged-fusion strategy of CEL-EM requires careful choice of evolutionary operators for EA that can produce feasible solutions in the offspring population of EA which, in turn, requires a feasible initial population that is created by problem-specific heuristics [25] (not randomly generated). Therefore, in the CEL-EM, we have proposed a variable segmentation technique to create the initial population for the evolutionary process of CEL-EM. However, the recognition experiments have shown that the second fusion strategy with the LM-based constrained version outperforms all other combination of fusion strategies and constraint-based versions of CEL-EM.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a brief description of the HMM, its parameters, and the constraints are discussed. Section III briefly describes the EM algorithm and its problems to estimate the HMM parameters. The CEL-EM with fusion strategies for the estimation of HMM parameters is described in Section IV. Section V discusses the experimental procedure and results. The significance of the results is analyzed in Section VI. Conclusions of this paper are given in the last section.
II. HMM FOR SPEECH SIGNAL MODELING, ITS PARAMETERS, AND CONSTRAINTS
The HMM is a doubly stochastic process. One stochastic process comprises the distribution of observations at each state which is a multimodal Gaussian mixture for a CDHMM. The other stochastic process involves the transitions between the HMM states, which are the transition probabilities A = a ij . HMM parameters can be represented as {λ = c jn , μ jn , Σ jn , a ij }, where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , K (K = total number of states), and n = 1, 2, . . . , M (M = total number of mixtures), with c jn = mixture weight, μ jn = mean vector, and Σ jn = covariance for jth state and nth mixture. The probability for the tth observation at the jth state is considered as
where T = total number of observations in an instance. In a Bayesian classification scenario, the model for speech signals provides the posterior probability of unknown signal data or phoneme where each signal class is represented by a separate HMM. Therefore, appropriate estimation of HMM parameter is a primary concern in signal classification/phoneme recognition. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is the standard method to estimate the parameters of a probabilistic model. The ML estimate of HMM parameters isλ ML = arg max λ {log P (O|λ)}, where log P (O|λ) is the loglikelihood of the observed data. P (O|λ) can be written as
where q = HMM state sequence. Taking the logarithm of (1)
If we knew the state sequence q, the ML estimate of the HMM parametersλ ML could be computed by taking the derivative of (2) with respect to λ and then equating the derivative to zero. However, we do not know the state sequence q which generated the observed data O. Therefore, there is no closed form of solution from the derivative, and a direct derivative method of ML estimation will not work to estimate the HMM parameters. This estimation problem for HMM can be solved by the EM [1] , [3] algorithm.
III. EM ALGORITHM TO ESTIMATE HMM PARAMETERS AND PROBLEM OF EM
The EM algorithm [1] , [3] is an iterative method to solve the estimation problem of HMM parameters. EM simplifies the log-likelihood L = log P (O|λ) of observed data O in terms of the expected value of the log-likelihood
by assuming a set of variables for hidden states q (that generates the observed data O) and initial values of model parameters λ k . Then, it maximizes Q(λ, λ k ) for estimation of the parameters. However, maximization of Q(λ, λ k ) maximizes the likelihood L and gives ML estimation of HMM. The log-likelihood L is simplified by taking the expectation of both sides of (2) with respect to the distribution of hidden states P (q|O, λ k ) given the parameter values λ k . Thus, by (2)
Since ∀q∈Q P (q|O,
Thus, using the log-likelihood L and
where
For two successive iterations of the EM algorithm, if the values for HMM parameters are λ k and λ k+1 , then, by (5), we get
By subtracting (6) and (7) log P (O|λ
By using Jensen's inequality and ∀q∈Q P (q|O, λ k+1 ) = 1 in Part-B of (8), we get
By definition, the EM algorithm maximizes Q(λ, λ k ), and the maximized value of the model parameters is λ k+1 such that
By using (9) and (10) in (8), we get
Equation (11) shows that EM maximizes the expected loglikelihood Q(λ, λ k ) of complete data, but it indirectly maximizes the log-likelihood L = log[P (O|λ)] of the observed data. The EM estimates the HMM parameters by maximization of Q(λ, λ k ) in two steps. In the E-step (Expectation), EM computes Q(λ, λ k ) with respect to P (q|O, λ k ) given the initial value λ k . In the M-step (Maximization), EM maximizes Q(λ, λ k ) of E-step and obtains a new set of values for model parameters λ k+1 . The procedure is repeated until L does not change. The estimated values for HMM parameters (c jn ,μ jn , Σ jn , andā ij ) are as follows:
. A detailed derivation for the estimated values of HMM parameters can be found in [1] and [2] . However, the estimation of HMM parameters using EM is not optimal. This is because EM is strongly dependent on the initial values of model parameters following (5), (8), (10) , and (11), and it increases the values for the likelihood function L at successive iterations following (11) . Due to these two properties, EM may terminate at a local maximum of the likelihood function L assuming it as a global maximum, which may give a nonoptimized estimation for HMM resulting in a lower recognition accuracy. The problem can be avoided using a hybrid approach combining a local search (EM) and a stochastic global search (EA).
IV. CEL-EM WITH FUSION STRATEGIES
In general, standard EA [22] , [23] can find globally competitive solutions for optimization problems by exploring the search space simultaneously using the numerous solutions in the population (details of the EA can be found in the literature [22] , [23] , [28] ). However, the EA often represents an unsatisfactory compromise and suffers from the lack of accuracy when a high-quality solution is required for high-dimensional complex optimization problems [21] . In contrast, local search algorithms (such as EM) find the local maximum quickly by focusing solely on precision and time. The hybrids of EA and local search algorithms combine the benefits from the complementary properties of EA and EM [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] . In the hybrid algorithm, EA converges on globally competitive solutions irrespective of local optima, and then, local search can potentially improve on the solutions discovered by the EA by ascending the hill to the optima of their corresponding attraction basins. However, when designing a hybrid algorithm, several important issues need to be considered such as fusion strategies of EA and EM, constraint-handing methods for EA, and creation of the initial population. In the CEL-EM, we focus on all of these issues.
The CEL-EM hybridizes a constraint-based EA and the EM to avoid the local maximum problem of EM while estimating the HMM for ASR systems. The CEL-EM executes a Lamarckian evolution [18] , [24] periodically after the execution of a Darwinian evolution [22] , [28] for a specific period of time using a staged-fusion strategy [15] , [18] , [20] (details of the Lamarckian evolution and Darwinian evolution can be found in [18] , [22] [23] [24] , and [28] ). In the staged fusion, EA is executed up to a certain extent following a constrainthandling mechanism that forms one turn of the Darwinian evolution [22] , [28] . The EM is executed on every offspring of the final EA population after each turn of Darwinian evolution [22] , [23] , [28] . The resulting solutions from EM are passed back to EA to reinitialize its initial population forming a Lamarckian evolution [18] , [24] . Periodic execution of Lamarckian evolution [18] , [24] after the execution of Darwinian evolution [22] , [23] , [28] for a specific period of time is performed over several iterations forming the two stages of the hybrid algorithm. The trait (problem-specific local knowledge) acquired by each individual during Lamarckian evolution (EM learning) is transmitted to the next EA generation using the reproduction operators of EA. However, periodic execution of EM in the staged fusion potentially improves on the globally competitive solutions discovered by the EA as well as maintains the global sampling capabilities of EA by minimizing the loss of hyperplane partition information [15] , [22] , [23] .
During the execution of the EA stage, CEL-EM requires a feasible initial population, specific genetic operators, and constraint-handling methods for the satisfaction of HMM constraints. Conventional EA [25] handles the constraints in two different ways. The first one is based on preserving feasibility of solutions (PFS) [25] . In PFS, when a particular parameter of a chromosome is mutated, EA determines the domain of the parameters by a function of the linear constraints and the remaining parameters of the chromosome. Then, the new value is taken from this domain with a probability distribution (uniform or nonuniform). Speech signals are so diverse, and constraints of HMM are so complex that to find a domain determination function for the parameters is very hard in ASR. However, a specialized genetic operator such as "Arithmetic Crossover" [25] could be used to transform a feasible chromosome into a feasible or a near-feasible chromosome [25] if we are provided an initial population for EA which has been created by the problem-specific heuristic method (not generated randomly). The second method is based on a penalty function (PF) [25] . The PF approach considers different levels based on the values of each constraint with a static penalty coefficient for each level in a particular chromosome. Due to many levels in each constraint, PF depends on the values of many static penalty coefficients. In HMM, there are many constraints. It is quite hard to get an optimal set of static penalty coefficients. Therefore, in the CEL-EM, two different constraint-based versions have been introduced. Both of these constraint-based versions of CEL-EM combine the properties from constraint-handling methods (PFS and PF) used in traditional EA. To take the merits of the PFS, CEL-EM uses an arithmetic crossover operator. The first constraint-based version of CEL-EM is a combination of the PFS and PF (PFS-PF). However, to avoid the demerits of the PF method, CEL-EM proposes another constraint-based version (PFS-LM) based on PFS and LMs [26] , [27] . In PFS-LM, LMs are used to transform the constraint-based optimization problem into an unconstrained optimization problem [26] , [27] . LMs also add some additional parameters, but the number of multipliers in LMs is fixed and the same as the total number of HMM constraints. The only concern here is to find the optimal values for LMs. CEL-EM proposes an evolutionary approach to find the values for LMs. In the following sections, these two versions of CEL-EM (PFS-PF and PFS-LM) and their fusion strategies are described in detail.
A. PFS-PF-Based CEL-EM
In the PFS-PF method, EA is executed up to certain extent, and then, EM is applied on each of the chromosome of the final EA population. The resulting EM population is passed back to EA to reinitialize the initial population of EA. This process is executed over several iterations. The EA process in PFS-PF follows several steps (creation of an initial population, selection, crossover, mutation, constraint handling, and evaluation). Finally, EM reestimation is executed. The flowchart for PFS-PF-based CEL-EM is given in Fig. 2 . A detailed description of PFS-PF is given in the next sections.
1) Creation of Initial Population in CEL-EM:
The initial population for EA in CEL-EM can be created using a random process. However, a random initial population is not feasible for HMM in ASR [31] . We have proposed a variable segmentation with incremental clustering approach to create the initial population for CEL-EM. 
Minimization of the total distortion is done by constrained clustering with a level-building dynamic programming technique [32] . The time index b i is assigned an upper and a lower limit. The lower limit of b i is unity, and the upper limit of b i is the maximum number of frames per HMM state. For each value of the maximum number of frames, a separate segmentation is computed. We varied the upper limit of b i and applied constrained clustering [32] that gives several different segmentations. Then a Gaussian model of the observation vectors is obtained by estimating the expected vector "μ" and the covariance matrix "Σ" for each HMM state. The expected vector represents the data centroid μ Y in Fig. 1 . The higher distortion direction is determined by the eigenvector "Σ max " associated with the maximum eigenvalue σ (Fig. 1) obtained by the nearest neighbor approach with Euclidean distance. A Gaussian model is found for each of the two clusters by estimating the mean and covariance matrix. The weight associated with each mixture component is given by the fraction of vectors belonging to each cluster. The cluster C 1 with the highest distortion is divided again (Fig. 1 ). Cluster C 2 is taken as a Gaussian mixture of a particular HMM state. Thus, given a set of n clusters for a particular step, a set of (n + 1) clusters is found. This gives (n + 1) Gaussian mixtures for a particular HMM state which is repeated for all states of HMM. This gives one initial model for a particular phoneme. The process is repeated for other values of maximum frame number, and other initial models are obtained. The EM reestimation is applied on each initial model, which gives initial population P 1 (t) for "CEL-EM."
3) Encoding of the Population in CEL-EM: Each chromosome in the initial population P 1 (t) of CEL-EM is encoded as the real variable which consists of the parameters of each HMM state (c jn , μ jn , Σ jn ) and transition probabilities A = a ij . Each chromosome of the population in CEL-EM is encoded as
4) Computation of Average Log-Likelihood and Evaluation of Initial Population in CEL-EM:
After encoding, the chromosomes of the initial population P 1 (t) are evaluated using the average value of likelihood P avg (λ) = (1/I) I l=1 log(P l (O|λ)) over the total number of instances I of a phoneme. Since, in the encoded population, any chromosome is equivalent to model parameter λ, the likelihood L of each chromosome is computed using the forward-backward algorithm [1] with
where α T (i) is computed using (20) , which is a recursive procedure that follows the forward-backward algorithm [1] . Then, the average value P avg for one chromosome in P 1 (t) is taken over all instances. Chromosomes in P 1 (t) are ordered based on their P avg in descending. Since EM satisfies the constraints of HMM [1] [2] [3] , the initial population is evaluated using P avg only.
5) Selection Procedure in CEL-EM:
A stochastic sampling with replacement (SSR) [33] selection strategy is applied in PFS-PF. Top order chromosome is assigned with a ranking position equal to population size. Fitness of the chromosomes is computed by
where SP = selection pressure ∈ {1.0, 2.0}, pos = ranked position of the chromosome in the ordered population, and PS = total number of chromosomes in the population. The chromosomes are mapped to contiguous segments of a line, such that each chromosome's segment is equal in size to its fitness. This is done by computing the selection probability (where selection probability = fitness/PS) which is mapped along a line. The highest fitness chromosome is mapped first, and then, the rest are following a descending order. A random number is selected between zero and one. If the random number falls in any boundary value along the line, the corresponding chromosome is selected for the parent pool. The process is repeated until the desired number of chromosomes is obtained to build the pool of parent P 2 (t).
6) Crossover and Mutation Process in CEL-EM:
During crossover, a pair of parent chromosomes (P 1 and P 2 ) is randomly selected from the parent pool P 2 (t). Then, a crossover operator is applied on P 1 and P 2 , which does some exchange and reordering of information in parent chromosomes and produces two offspring (Offspring 1 and Offspring 2 ). The CEL-EM needs to ensure the offspring chromosomes in the population do not violate the constraints. The use of the specific genetic operator arithmetic crossover [25] is a promising way to do this. Therefore, we have used arithmetic crossover [25] . Arithmetic crossover requires a feasible initial population. The variable segmentation approach for creation of the initial population meets this requirement. The variables of offspring (Offspring 1 and Offspring 2 ) are determined by
Offspring After crossover, the mutation operator is applied on the variables of offspring (Offspring 1 and Offspring 2 ), which gives chromosomes for population P 3 (t). The process is repeated for a desired number of chromosomes in P 3 (t). We have used the same mutation operator as in the breeder genetic algorithm [34] . Offspring variables are mutated by small perturbations with low probability using 
where g = {1, 2}, S r ∈ {−1, +1} uniform at random, R r = R * range r , R = mutation range ∈ {0.1, 10 −6 }, and A r = 2 −u * mp , with u ∈ {0, 1}, mp = mutation precision = 4, 5, 6, . . . , 20, and range r = range of value for the variable "r." The range is determined from the mean value of the initial population and adding a multiple of standard deviation of the population with the mean.
7) Evaluation of Offspring Population and ConstraintHandling Methods in PFS-PF-Based CEL-EM:
In PFS-PF, the evaluation of the chromosomes in the offspring population P 3 (t) is computed by taking the advantages of both the PFS and PF method used in conventional EA [25] . The conventional EA considers several levels for each constraint depending on the values of constraint. Each level is assigned with a static penalty coefficient. HMM has many constraints. Making levels for constraints requires huge penalty coefficient. It is also difficult to set the optimal values for many static penalty coefficients for HMM constraints. The PFS-PF method makes a grouping of the chromosomes of P 3 (t) and penalizes the chromosomes according to (27) by following the procedure described next. 1) If chromosomes (I y ) are not violating any constraints, then these are ranked with the top position. 2) If chromosomes violate the observation probability constraints but the mixture constraints and transition probability constraints are preserved, they are ranked with the second position.
3) If observation probability constraints are preserved but other constraints are violated, then the chromosomes get the third position. 4) If all constraints are violated, then these chromosomes get the lowest position.
where f (I y ) = P avg , F (I y ) = penalized value of P avg , and n 1 , n 2 , n 3 = total number of constraints violation in each category of constraints. N 1 , N 2 , N 3 are the total number of constraints in each category. After grouping, the chromosomes in each group are evaluated using F (I y ) in (27) . Each group of chromosomes in population P 3 (t) is sorted based on F (I y ) in descending. Then, evaluated P 3 (t) is passed to the next EA generation where a parent selection pool P 2 (t) is built using selection procedure SSR [33] . EA is executed up to a predetermined maximum number of EA generations. This finishes one turn of Darwinian evolution.
8) Execution of EM Reestimation in PFS-PF:
When EA execution stops, the population P 3 (t) is passed to the EMreestimation process. For each chromosome in P 3 (t), the EMreestimation process is executed. Taking the chromosome's parameter value as the initial HMM parameter λ k , P avg (λ k ) is computed by the forward-backward algorithm [1] . Then, new values for parameters λ k+1 are determined using the reestimation formulas [see (12)- (15)]. P avg (λ k+1 ) is computed for new values λ k+1 . The procedure is iterated until P avg (λ k+1 ) − P avg (λ k ) ≤ threshold value which is the termination criteria (TC) for EM. The estimated parameter values by EM reestimation for each chromosome of P 3 (t) build the population P 4 (t). P 4 (t) is sent back to reinitialize the initial EA population P 1 (t) for the next turn of Darwinian evolution.
9) TC for PFS-PF-Based CEL-EM:
One complete execution of EA and EM forms a complete iteration for PFS-PFbased CEL-EM which is executed over several iterations. Then, the best individual from the final EM execution is taken as the final HMM model.
B. PFS-LM-Based CEL-EM
The complete flowchart for PFS-LM is shown in Fig. 3 . Creation of the initial population P 1 (t) in PFS-LM and the evaluation of this population P 1 (t) follow the same procedure as PFS-PF. The parent pool P 2 (t) is created using the SSR [33] procedure used in PFS-PF. Crossover and mutation operators are applied on P 2 (t) to create the offspring population P 3 (t). The crossover and mutation procedure is the same as PFS-PF. However, the evaluation of chromosome and constrainthandling method in PFS-LM uses the LM-based approach.
1) LM for Constraint-Based Optimization Problem:
The LM-based approach is widely used in many constraintbased optimization problems [26] , [27] . Let the HMM constraints be considered as g(x) = 1, where g(x) = g m (x), m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , V (V = total number of HMM constraints) and x are the HMM parameters. If there exists a maximum value m 0 of the objective function P avg , then there exists a real valued vector "γ" which is known as an LM such that m 0 = max x∈Ω (P avg − γ, g(x) ), where . is the inner product. If both P avg and g(x) are differentiable, then (28) holds for each of the mth constraints
Here, x 0 is the value of HMM parameters at maximum. Therefore, if we can find the values for LM "γ," then it is possible to transform the original constraint-based optimization problem into an unconstraint-based problem by maximizing the function E (P avg , γ, g(x) ) in the following equation using the likelihood value P avg :
The PF approach [25] 
2) Determination of the Values for LM and ConstraintHandling in PFS-LM-Based CEL-EM:
The LM-based constraint-handling method has been used to evaluate the EA offspring population P 3 (t) in the EA process of PFS-LM in Fig. 3 . The values for LM (γ 1 ) for P 3 (t) are determined using a separate EA process for LM (LM-EA). The P avg of each chromosome in P 3 (t) is computed. P 3 (t) is sorted based on P avg . For the first EA generation in LM-EA, a randomly generated initial LM population M 1 (t) is created. By using the worst chromosome "I w " with the lowest P avg ( w P avg ) from P 3 (t) and the constraint values of "I w ," chromosomes in the M 1 (t) are evaluated by the following equation where each LM chromosome gets w P avg and mth constraint value (g m w ) of "I w :"
An SSR [33] selection technique is applied on M 1 (t) to create the LM parent pool M 2 (t) in LM-EA. Then, the crossover and mutation operators are applied on the parent pool M 2 (t), which produces the LM offspring population M 3 (t) in LM-EA. The LM chromosomes of offspring M 3 (t) are evaluated using (30) . SSR [33] is applied on offspring M 3 (t) to create the new LM parent pool for the next (t + 1)th EA generation. M 2 (t) is replaced with the new LM parent pool which is used to create the offspring for (t + 1)th EA generation in LM-EA. The EA process in LM-EA is executed over a predetermined number of iterations. The best LM chromosome γ b is chosen from M 3 (t = final generation) in LM-EA with the highest value for E( w P avg , γ 1 , g m w (x)). For every offspring population P 3 (t) in the EA process of PFS-LM, a separate EA process for LM (LM-EA) is executed, and a new best LM is computed for the evaluation of the chromosome in P 3 (t). The LM offspring population M 3 (t) of the final EA generation in one LM-EA is taken as the initial LM population M 1 (t) for the LM-EA execution process in the next offspring population P 3 (t) of PFS-LM. Each individual in P 3 (t) is evaluated using the evaluation functions E(P avg , γ b , g(x)) in the following equation with corresponding values for g(x) and γ b :
The offspring individuals in P 3 (t) are sorted in descending order based on E (P avg , γ, g(x) ) where the best individual receives a position equal to the population size. The fitness of each individual in P 3 (t) is computed by (23) . The SSR [33] is used to create the parent pool P 2 (t). The crossover and mutation process (same as PFS-PF) is used to create the offspring population P 3 (t). The EA process is executed over several iterations. Then, the final population of EA P 3 (t) is passed to EM reestimation.
3) Execution of EM Reestimation in PFS-LM-Based CEL-EM:
EM reestimation is applied on each individual of population P 3 (t) that produces population P 4 (t). The evaluation of P 4 (t) is done using P avg following the procedure described earlier. Population P 4 (t) is passed to reinitialize the EA population for the next EA generation.
4) TC for PFS-LM:
One complete EA process and one complete EM execution form a complete iteration of PFS-LM. Complete PFS-LM is executed over a predetermined number of iterations. The final model is the chromosome with the highest P avg chosen from EM population P 4 (t) of the last iteration of PFS-LM.
C. Fusion Strategies for Hybridization of EA and EM in the CEL-EM
Two different staged-fusion strategies have been proposed for the CEL-EM. The first strategy (Fusion-1) follows a periodic Lamarckian evolution [18] with Darwinian evolution [28] . Both Figs. 2 and 3 for PFS-PF and PFS-LM describe the use of first fusion strategy (Fusion-1) . The other fusion strategy (Fusion-2) uses a biased crossover operator with the staged-fusion technique that is conceptually similar to the hybridization techniques used in immune recruitment mechanism [29] and Simplex-Crossover [30] where the local exploitation properties of EA are enhanced by biasing the traditional reproduction operators (crossover and mutation). In the second fusion strategy (Fusion-2) of CEL-EM, the crossover operator is biased by the local knowledge of the EM algorithm. However, the evaluation of the chromosomes in the EA population is performed after mutation and follows any of the constrainthandling mechanisms of CEL-EM (PFS-PF and PFS-LM). A complete algorithm for fusion strategy-2 (Fusion-2) based on PFS-LM is given in Algorithm 1. In fusion strategy-2 (Fusion-2), creation of the initial population P 1 (t), evaluation of P 1 (t) remains the same as in (Fusion-1) . Creation of parent pools P 2 (t) and P 4 (t) follows the SSR [33] selection process described earlier in strategy-1 (Fusion-1) . However, the crossover operator is biased by the local knowledge of EM. The biasing is done by the execution of EM reestimation with one iteration only on each offspring chromosome in P 5 (t). P 5 (t) is obtained by applying the crossover operator on P 4 (t). Then, the mutation operator is applied on the results of EM reestimation (on P 5 (t)), which gives the offspring population P 6 (t). P 6 (t) is evaluated using the PFS-LM-based method as in Fig. 3 . Constraint handling could also be used using PFS-PF as described in Fig. 2 . For the PFS-LM, the LMs γ 1 and γ 2 are determined using the same procedure as described earlier by (30) and by the following equation:
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for fusion strategy (Fusion-2) of CEL-EM (based on PFS-LM) for estimating HMM parameters in speech signal modeling Constants Maximum_EA_Iteration, Maximum_Iteration_CEL_EM
Compute P avg for individuals in P 3 (t) γ 1 ← Find LM using EA and worst individual in P 3 (t) Evaluation of P 3 (t) using PFS-LM method with γ 1 repeat repeat P 4 (t) ← SSR selection on P 3 (t) P 5 (t) ← Crossover on P 4 (t) P 6 (t) ← Apply One-iteration of EM on P 5 (t), then mutation on the results from EM Compute P avg for individuals in P 6 (t) γ 2 ← Find LM using EA and worst individual in P 6 (t) Evaluation of P 6 (t) using PFS-LM method with γ 2 P 3 (t) ← P 6 (t)
Compute P avg and evaluation of P 7 (t) by P avg Iteration_CEL_EM ← Iteration_CEL_EM + 1 until (Iteration_CEL_EM<Maximum_Iteration_CEL_EM) Highest_P avg _EM ← Find highest P avg in P 7 (t) Best_Model ← chromosome in P 7 (t) with Highest_P avg _EM RETURN Best_Model end γ 2 is determined using the worst individual (lowest w P avg ) of population P 6 (t) by (32) . The best model is determined from the final EM population P 7 (t) with the highest P avg . The TC for Fusion-2 remain the same as the first fusion strategy (Fusion-1).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The TIMIT acoustic phonetic speech corpus has been used for evaluating the performance of all versions of CEL-EM. The TIMIT [35] corpus has been designed to provide speech data for the development and evaluation of the ASR systems. The TIMIT [35] contains three main categories of utterances: dialect utterances (the SA sentences), phonetically compact utterances (the SX sentences), and phonetically diverse utterances (the SI sentences). In the TIMIT, a total of 4620 utterances are used for training set. There are two test sets (test set-A and test set-B) in the TIMIT. Test set-A has 1680 utterances (SA, SX, and SI). Test set-B has 1344 utterances (SX and SI). SA sentences expose the dialectal variants of the speakers. However, SX and SI sentences are phonetically compact/diverse sentences. The test set-B does not have any SA sentence. Therefore, it is more appropriate [35] for performance tests of ASR systems [35] . The detailed description of TIMIT data set can be found in the TIMIT manual [35] .
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [36] feature extraction process has been used in both training and testing of CEL-EM. In the MFCC [36] feature extraction process, 39-dimensional feature vectors have been produced. Each 39-dimensional feature vector includes 12 MFCC components, one log energy component, 13 first-order differences (delta coefficients), and 13 second-order differences (delta-delta coefficients). The sampling rate for computing feature vectors was 16 kHz. The window size was 32 ms (512 samples). The window overlap was 352 samples, while the frame rate was 100 frames/s.
The TIMIT training set has been used to train all versions of the CEL-EM (PFS-LM and PFS-PF with two fusion strategies). Experiments have been done for three different types of algorithm (standard EM, VIA to EM, and CEL-EM) to test and compare the performance of CEL-EM. The EM algorithm (standard EM) has been executed with initial point created by uniform segmentation. Since the performance of standard EM is strongly dependent on the initial point, EM has been repeatedly executed on the different initial points created by a VIA using variable segmentation technique to obtain the best performance from standard EM. We refer to this approach as a VIA to EM (VIA-EM), and it is used to compare the performance of CEL-EM. The best model of VIA-EM is chosen based on the highest value of the objective function among all models obtained by applying EM repeatedly on the different initial points. To test the performance of all versions of CEL-EM and compare the results to EM and VIA-EM, we tested the recognition accuracies of the HMM models for speech computed by CEL-EM, EM, and VIA-EM on TIMIT test sets. Tests have been carried out for Gaussian mixtures (3, 5, 8, 10) for the different versions of CEL-EM, EM, and VIA-EM. Two test sets of the TIMIT data set, namely, test set-A and test set-B, have been used to test the performance of the CEL-EM. A phonetic bigram grammar language model has been used in testing.
A. Results
The experimental results are described in Figs. 4-7 , Tables I-IV. In Fig. 4 , the values for the objective function (P avg ) of PFS-LM-and PFS-PF-based CEL-EM (Fusion-1) and VIA-EM have been plotted for Gaussian mixtures (3, 5, 10) for different phonemes. Recognition accuracies of the different HMM models for Gaussian mixtures (3, 5, 8, 10) This demonstrates the effectiveness of the LM-based approach (PFS-LM) constraint-handling technique in CEL-EM. The values of P avg obtained by both fusion strategies (Fusion-1 and Fusion-2) of the PFS-LM-based CEL-EM and VIA-EM for Gaussian mixture-8 are shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 indicates that for a particular constraint-handling mechanism of CEL-EM, if we change the fusion strategy from Fusion-1 to Fusion-2, values for P avg are improved. Recognition accuracies on test sets (A and B) of PFS-LM-and PFS-PF-based CEL-EM (Fusion-2) have been depicted in Tables I and II for Gaussian  mixtures (3, 5, 8, 10) . It is found that both PFS-LM and PFS-PF in Fusion-2 achieve higher recognition accuracies than the standard EM as well as VIA-EM in both test sets. A comparison of recognition accuracies in Figs. 6 and 7 indicates that, in both constraint-handling mechanisms (PFS-LM and PFS-PF), Fusion-2 has performed better than Fusion-1 for both test sets. This demonstrates the importance of enhancing local exploitation in the EA in Fusion-2 of CEL-EM. Tables I and II show that PFS-LM obtains higher accuracies than PFS-PF for all different mixtures. Therefore, PFS-LM computes better HMM models than PFS-PF. This is due to the improved constraint-handling technique (LMbased) used in the PFS-LM-based method. This also proves the advantages of the use of LM-based technique in CEL-EM. The advantages of the use of LM-based techniques have been verified in [26] and [27] where LM-based techniques have been applied on some other problems (not related to speech recognition) and improved results have been found. Compared to fusion strategy-1, fusion strategy-2 obtains higher recognition accuracies. Therefore, PFS-LM with Fusion-2 is more suitable to estimate HMM parameters than any other version of CEL-EM. Accuracies of CEL-EM have also been compared with other systems. Yung and Oh [37] achieve a baseline accuracy of 56% for the EM algorithm in HMM systems and 60.6% recognition accuracy for SFHMM system [37] for test set-B. For test set-B, the PFS-PF-based CEL-EM (Fusion-2) obtains an accuracy of 61.16%, and the PFS-LMbased CEL-EM (Fusion-2) obtains an accuracy of 61.59% for Gaussian mixture-10, which is higher than the SFHMM system [37] . The significance of the improvement in performance of CEL-EM over VIA-EM and EM has been verified using the standard "Matched-Pair test" [38] .
In the "Matched-pair" test [38] , let z be the difference of phoneme recognition error per utterance between CEL-EM and EM. The mean and variance of z are considered as μ z and Σ z which are computed from the recognition results of CEL-EM, VIA-EM, and EM. If the total number of utterances "u t " be sufficiently large (u t > 50), [38] , if P < 0.05, the results are deemed to be significantly different; otherwise, they are not. Tables III-VI give the matched pair test results for PFS-PF and PFS-LM for two fusion strategies on the two test sets. The results of the matched pair tests show that when compared to the VIA-EM only, the PFS-LM demonstrates an improvement in the recognition for both fusion strategies, which is significant; however, when compared to the standard EM, the improvements in recognition for both PFS-PF and PFS-LM are significant for both fusion strategies in all Gaussian mixtures.
Computational performance of CEL-EM is given in Fig. 8 for different mixtures. The experimental platform was 1.80-GHz Pentium-4 CPU with 512 MB of RAM. There are two main computational phases in any speech recognition system. One is training phase, and the other is the decoding phase (testing phase). In Fig. 8 , only the training time of CEL-EM has been compared with EM. CEL-EM takes the same decoding time as EM, because the decoding algorithm is the same for both EM and CEL-EM. Feature extraction time is the same for both EM and CEL-EM. From Fig. 8 , it is found that CEL-EM takes more training time than standard EM. This is due to the hybridization of EM with EA in the CEL-EM. It is well known that the EA takes more computational time, thereby hybrids of EA and local search will also demand more time [8] [9] [10] , [39] , [40] . In [10] , it is seen that the hybrid algorithm (EA + EM for a single GMM for image processing) takes 30 times longer training time than EM; another version of the algorithm takes 90 times longer training time than standard EM. CEL-EM takes approximately 30-50 times longer computational time than standard EM for different mixtures.
In practical speech recognition, real-time performance is measured in the decoding (actual recognition or testing), not in the training of the HMM models themselves. Indeed, commercial speech recognizers provide already pretrained models, and these are usually trained offline to produce the most accurate models. Due to the offline training arrangement of HMM in the ASR systems (where accuracy is more important than computational time), additional training time in CEL-EM is negligible.
The training time of CEL-EM can be reduced by using a parallel implementation of CEL-EM with a master-slave model [41] [42] [43] where the master process maintains the global population and executes selection and the slave processes execute crossover, mutation, evaluation, and EM reestimation. We will implement a parallel version of CEL-EM in future work.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a hybrid training algorithm (CEL-EM) using constraint-based EA and EM for better estimation of HMM parameters for speech signal modeling. In CEL-EM, EA explores the search space more thoroughly than EM and finds globally competitive solutions irrespective of local optima which are potentially improved on by the EM by ascending the hill to the optima of their corresponding attraction basins. This hybrid approach enables CEL-EM to avoid many local maxima which arise in standard EM-based training. While estimating the HMM parameters by taking the benefit of hybridization, a staged-fusion approach has been proposed in the CEL-EM to minimize the interference between the two algorithms, maintain the global sampling capabilities of EA, and meet the EA population-diversity requirement for optimization of highdimensional objective function.
A constraint-based EA has been introduced in CEL-EM to satisfy the HMM constraints. Two constraint-based versions of CEL-EM with two different fusion strategies have been proposed. An LM-based constrained approach (PFS-LM) has been developed to avoid the problems (due to many HMM constraints) of traditional constraint-handling method (PFS-PF). A simple staged-fusion strategy and a staged fusion with a biased-crossover-operator strategy have been used in the CEL-EM. A VIA has been developed using a variable segmentation technique to provide better initialization to CEL-EM. Experimental results show that CEL-EM obtains a better estimation for HMM than EM because all versions of CEL-EM obtain higher recognition accuracies than a standard EM as well as a top standard EM developed by applying the VIA to EM (VIA-EM). However, PFS-LM performs better than PFS-PF, whereas staged fusion with biased crossover outperforms simple staged fusion. Therefore, staged fusion (biased crossover) with PFS-LM-based CEL-EM is more suitable than all other versions of CEL-EM for HMM training for speech signal modeling. In the future, we will implement a parallel version of CEL-EM to reduce the training time and apply CEL-EM to other HMM-based signal modeling techniques used in signal classification/phoneme recognition.
